Glossary of Pictogramic Devices
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Pictogram for The Set Of All Sets, denoted So 2't, an intrinsically 'auto-kinetic',

trans-oscillatory mental 'process-object' or 'conceptual eventity' ['noun-verb' entity],
and a 'syntactical model' of 'a self-forming content', a 'meta-fractal', 'multimeta-ontic', 'multi-meta-monadic' 'metafinite ideo-cumula', i.e., of that which we
term herein 'The Godelian Metadynamic'. This set is a process by which the whole
continually reincarnates inside itself, as a new part of itself. The ideogramic formula
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that can model this Pictogram is: S't+1 = §d~.'t = S't, or S't = So ' s.t. S't ==
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S't, wherein 2 't denotes the "Power-Set"

[the set of all subsets] of S't. Herein, So = !L denoting the finite universal set
or set of all 'constructed' "logical individuals" inhering in the universe of
discourse in question. It is finite per 'The Principle Of Metafinity', that 'infinity
is counter-[f1actual'. The next, ('t+1)st 'epoch' of S't contains every subset of
the 'tth stage of S't' Each such subset represents, "extensionally", the
"intensional" predicate symbol for the quality shared by all of its members.

Thus the So2'tcumulum is interpretable also as an extensional, syntactical model of
'Predico-Dynamasis', and as a set model of 'Onto-Dynamasis' also, with sets of
higher "logical type" modeling/representing 'meta-antos' or 'populations' of
'meta-monads' of higher 'meta' degree, i.e., of higher 't-degree in A't.
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Pictograms for the Cyclonic Vortex or Toroidal Vortex Paradigm of Self-Developing
Process, an image of dynamic-re-iterative and cumulative self-refluxion as mediation for
self-reflgxion. Its out-welling, out-flowing upper 'half', termed the 'cornucopia', is opposed
and completed by its in-welling, in-flowing lower 'half', the intra-dual of that upper 'half',
termed the 'duat'. The star-rays emanating from the heart of the eye of this vortex signify
the locus of 'meta-finite' self-bifurcation 'conversion singularity', of 'meta-fractal-ogenic'
[self-«aujheben»] self-subsumption / self-involution / self-incorporation / self-composition,
or of "meta-system transition" [d. Turchin]; in short, of the onto-dynamical, meta-dynamical

self-movement that constitutes meta-evolutionary self-change.
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